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About This Game

Now with a full 3-D remake, FINAL FANTASY IV: THE AFTER YEARS can now be played as never before on PC. Take
part in the epic sequel that unfolds nearly two decades after the events of FINAL FANTASY IV. Classic characters make their

return alongside several new heroes, such as Ceodore, son of Cecil and Rosa.

Story : Seventeen years have passed since the war's end, and the son born to King Cecil and Queen Rosa of Baron has grown
into a young man. Prince Ceodore has enlisted in the airship fleet known as the Red Wings, eager to meet the expectations

demanded of his blood and station. Yet once more another moon has appeared in the sky, and with it vast hordes of monsters
intent on destruction. The brief peace enjoyed by the Blue Planet now stands threatened under the shadow of impending

catastrophe.

Ten Playable Tales

Begin your journey with "Ceodore's Tale." Complete it to unlock the tales of six additional characters, which can be played in
any order, and then return to the core story with "Kain's Tale," "The Lunarian's Tale," and "The Crystals." A total of ten tales in

all, and all contained in FINAL FANTASY IV: THE AFTER YEARS.

Active Time Battle
Take control of exhilarating combat made possible by the non-stop action in Square Enix's iconic battle system.

Lunar Phases
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Feel the moon's presence in combat, as its waxing and waning influences the potency of attacks and abilities of all combatants.
Lunar phases cycle naturally with the passage of in-game time, or when resting at an inn, tent, or cottage.

Band Abilities
Combine the strength of your party members to awesome effect with Band abilities that can be unlocked through in-game

events or by levelling your characters' Affinity.

Minimap
Keep an eye on your current location and nearby surroundings, or click for quick access to the world map.

  Includes STEAM Trading cards!
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https:\/\/youtu.be\/eVOTpeMjOFs

The Developer scammed users in order to boost the game through Steam's Greenlight system and then refused to honor the keys
sold to accomplish this.

As for the game itself, it is an exceptionally bland and generic mobile port Tower Defense game. Never by any stretch of the
imagination will this game ever be considered worth it's $5 asking price.

Avoid this game and the Developer at all costs. If you must obtain this game, the same Dev has the game up as a free flash game
here: http:\/\/www.newgrounds.com\/portal\/view\/621244

To offer up a free game for $5 on Steam is an absolutely abhorrent Business practice.. Ley Lines is, to be frank, not a good
game.

It has some pretty good ideas; the "powers" that you aquire, the creature/character design (even if it's very basic) and the story
has promise as well. However, it is let down by poor execution. The mechanics are basic and yet don't feel very good. Especially
the jumping lacks the "snappiness" of a more polished platformer, and it can be hard to get a feel for your character's
movements. The shooting also lacks that same quality, it feels a bit floaty.

The puzzle design is somewhat poor, mainly because the level design is really lackluster; half the environments feel like they
were just "put there" to serve the puzzles, instead of feeling like an actual world. The game gives you a set of different powers,
that you activate by walking into different colored fields. This would be a decent idea, except the game is way too short and
therefore dumps them all in your lap, which makes the following puzzles too simple and/or annoying to solve.

In many aspects, I feel like this game suffers from a lack of time investment. If the game was longer, all of these concepts that
were thrown into the game could've been more fleshed out, more meaningful and more refined. The powers, the puzzles, the
creatures, the mechanics... and most of all, the story. The ending to this game is actually very well done, it has a grand scope and
it's clear that the developers have a sense of how to make a dramatic scene. But again, since the game is so short, you never have
time to be invested in the grand story that they try to present, so in the end, it all falls flat. For this short of a game, you need a
small scale story, otherwise it just comes out lackluster.

In summary, this game is half-baked (if even that) and is probably not worth playing. I do see some promise in it though, and I
hope that the developers can use that promise to make a more polished game in the future.. Great racing game! Very good!
Gameplay
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9XIrwcHDWvg. I hope and fear that in Dev Guy 2 he lives next to Digital Homicide's
"devs".. UPDATE: Game was bundled in groupees bundle on 14 May, a mere 9 days after release. I don't feel glad I supported
this by buying it on initial release on steam. I feel like I've been kicked in the teeth by Oryx.

------------------------------------------
I really want to mark this neutral- half way between recommend yes and recommend no.

First of all, this game apparently used to be free on the web at the official web site, but now it links to steam instead when you
click to play. The game is available here though:

http:\/\/jayisgames.com\/games\/famaze\/

...and playing it will give you the best idea of what it's like.

The good parts are that this is a charming, simple game with pixel art sprites, nice chiptune style music and a polished feel.

The bad parts are the complete lack of options which means you have to play in a window approximately the height of your
desktop (at least on my 1920x1080) and a third of the width. You can't redefine the keys, which is unforgivable. For the record
keys are cursor up left down right, 1 and 2 to use objects, m for map, space for pickup, q to quit and esc to cancel.
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It's also a bit weird that Oryx are using their own sprite set which has been sold to a lot of developers, making their own game
look generic in the graphics department. It's also a bit disappointing that this, unlike the other games using the sprites, isn't a true
roguelike because you're not moving freely about on a 2d grid with monsters chasing you and so on. If anything this is a "1.5D"
roguelike game.. Finally fixed those horrible faces, look pretty have decent now. Actually quite like them on viking types, good
beards.
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6\/10
Spooky and cool to a point, but full of immersion breaking stuff. The monster walks through closed doors, and also stands right
in front of you but doesn't see you.
Also, there is no way to move without teleporting around like an idiot.
I do recommend this though, just. It is only half an hour long and if it were any longer it would outstay its welcome.. Since I'm
pretty enthused about this game I'll try not to be bias, and give an objective reviiew.

Pros:

+The Game is highly entertaining and the puzzles are stellar.
+Graphics are quite suffficent for a game of it's renown.
+Puzzles are quite relaxing and exciting at times, never a dull moment.

Cons:

-The "Story" is a little bit vague without the logs and they're completely optional and are actually not even hinted on how to read
beyond the contextual icon. This seems like a poor development.
-Continuing off the Story there appears to be no enemies\/fighting, atleast as far in as I've gotten; This detracts from the idea of
a 3rd person puzzle because at the very least you should have some crazed robot out to get you. This only has "testing" - and if I
want "testing" - I can just play SE for hours on end. So Like I said the stories not so great.
-As far as I can tell there's no "real" multiplayer - just you and your clones :(.

All in all would I recommend this game? Yes, to the right person. It's definitely not a GTA-styled game even though you may be
lead to believe that by the screenshots. And to answer your question about open-world the "tests" are divided into levels - not
exactly open-world to me...it is definitely a good game, not sure if I'd pay $15 for it again but what's done is done.... Sketchy
space game is best space game.. It's a fun game, especially when playing free.

I would call this DLC more of a supporter pack and it adds some great options to the game.
You can play the vanilla, free version and unlock everything but you can add on some more play time to the game with
everything else offered here.

Definitely try before you buy and you love the free-portion then support the hard-working dev and buy the pack, recently
reduced in price!. Solid platformer - just when you start feeling like a mechanic or technique is getting stale, the game either
introduces you to a new ability, or ramps up the difficulty. So far, I'm definitely enjoying it.

Also, though an indie game, the polish is remarkable - both the music and the visuals are very good.. Yeah, I couldn't resist
buying this at full price but if I wanted to follow the Ravenhearst story-arc, I needed it.

In MCF: Madame Fate, after freeing Emma's spirit from Ravenhearst, Madame Fate contacted you as she saw her own demise
in her crystal ball - she needs you to find who among her employees wants her dead....

And you'll ask me: why is it tied to Ravenhearst? Because the storyline has a huge twist at the end, that will make you go back to
Ravenhearst Manor in the fifth installement of the series.

You're now visiting a fair, along with people: you'll have a number of items to find in order to access to the future of the
employees (doomed, doomed and doomed.... anyway). Each scene contains also beyond objects items (changing appearances)
that will unlock special places where you can gain time - mainly if you're in the normal mode where you have a timer.

When visiting an employee, you'll have a puzzle of words to solve, each time different in the thematic. Then, there, you'll have
to find specific items (5 clubs, 10 moons, 15 jelly beans, etc...).

And when you want to reveal their fate, well, you'll have a puzzle to solve - an elaborate one as sometimes, it's hard to see what
to do.
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As you understand, Madame Fate, while being in the first era of hidden objects games, has a tendancy to orient itself towards
modern "hidden objects" games: beyond objects, puzzles, and hidden objects scenes in a scene.

However, I felt the game being long for a simple reason: you have many employees to check AND some objects are so well
hidden that you'll need a magnifying lens to see them. Also, as the game is in English only, I had an hard time for the puzzle
words (I don't know all the fruit in English or even the feelings) and for some items, like a dolly, where I was searching for a
doll when it was something else (a tool used to carry boxes or crates). So in other words, Madame Fate isn't opened to everyone,
at least on Steam. If you want a multilanguage game, you need to find it elsewhere or in retail.

Madame Fate's ambiance, however, is between cynism and dark humor. It's perhaps less creepy than Ravenhearst, the previous
game, but there is still evil lurking around and the fair Madame Fate owned isn't the most joyful in the world.

Anyway, it's still a good game, a good moment to pass just to know the fate of the employees and who wants to kill her. I spent
10 bucks that I'm not regretting, however, you should prefer a discount on it, that will perhaps happen one day, as Ravenhearst
and Return to Ravenhearst were during this sale!. this game is really fun 10 out of 10 do recommend. Knytt, but floatier, and
with better puzzles. All right, then.. Wery funy moments with this game. Creators of Hitman could take a break of kiling targets
and make another story of Hiro and is friends againt evill. Game look like for kids but even if you has 30 years you could
having fun with this little ninjas.
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